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Dear Gomege, 

Many thanks for - end congratulations on - your No. 4. It has information 

I went to use. First, may I ask for the second issue, which I never received, en] rext, 

when you have "evidence", can you sendme a second coey, so I can keep a file of one 

set and hove the second for cutting up? 

There wil 1 be more in 	Gonzalez, in the National 

example, any day now. What you print in something I'd like to add to 

COUP D'ETAT, which deals with the three assassinations. Can you send 

of your enurces and an extra of th2 treialstione? ;deo a copy of his 
anything you heve on him and it? 

'Inquirer, for 
my fifth book, 
me photocopies 
picture-really, 

I fear there is no simple answer to your simple appeal, that the critics 

atop attacking each other. First of all, Epstein really is not a "critie, not, 

certainly, in the ...lease yen use it. next, ri;ht. or wrong, Sylvia is acting on what 

she regards ne high principle. tt has brought about a breach between um!, and I think 

I  understand a motivation she has but does not, but I do not doubt her sincerity. The 

really bad internecine cutting up you are entirely unaware of for you do not really 

know or understand those who are responsible for it, or their motive, Welch is not 

like e;ylvia's. I hope you'll be able to drop this subject, f° you'll not be able to 

do any goad with it end may work more damage. Att sane point something will have to be 

done, if for no other re/aeon, for our own survival. until it can be done thoroughly 

and definitively, I, personally, will do nothing public about it, save for such things 

as what I did with pstain. un th - s, Vince, Gary Schoeher and several others have_sited 

me to expand that into a book. I can do that in about a week or two of hard, unin-

terrupted work, and it can be both oveerwhelming and informative, the vehicle for 

bringing out new information. flut I now hove three unpublished books and I will not 

take the time from other work for the production of another futility. I told them if 

they arrange publication I will do it. That, however, is nct part of the real "war" 

between the critics. unfortunately, there are too few people with the knowledge required 

to understand it - or even to realize it. A large pert of it is or is from Mark, who 

puts on a holy face, is entirely uninhibited in his doshonesties, not the worst of 

which is endless thievery, and then, with his holinese established, proceeds to do 

Whet he can to damage almost anyone else- just about al doing any work. He is, 0 side 

from his thorough, intrinsic dishonesty, bugged by his totel inability to have bboutnt 

anything new and significant to light and en incinveiveble ego that compels him to 

regard this entire things as his personal property. These drive him to lengths that 

cannot be conceived. Bickel, who is wrong on most things, is right in his general 

observation, fortunately, he doesn't re-.11:7 understand ho, right. Mork is o liar like 

no other. For minor example, le is false that 15 publishers agreed to do his book end 

then becked out. All but one turned it down, and in quite a few cases, for Legitimate, 

literary reasons, The finished, edited thing is nothing like the original. The one 

exception is Grove, and Markus abuse of Barney Rosset turned him off, permanently, on 

this subject,,to the hurt of all of us. Mark simply violated his contract, kept the 

advance, didn t meet the deadline by a considerable length of time and, when he did 

not have the material for the contracted bock, just switched to a format outaids the 

contract. I knew about this from his then-agent, the end of l965. Be was supposed to 

have the book done and out tenors the Report was iseued. Its contracted publication 

date was announced, etc. I have corroborated this with the general mureel at Grove, 

who I know well, The thievery end dishonesty so permesteCitzen s Dissent -and have you 

noticed how all of this was him alone?- that the legitimate story of the abdication 

of the media is without credibility. '41e hes don whet scholars of the future will 

not be aile to credit, hence they will nor, without independent work, be able to know 

who did fail and who did not, Who did give time end Who did not. Y u were a witness 

to the beginning of Metromedia's interest and can, to a degree, eafvluate that small 

pert of the boo f. Vou k ow who turned them on and how, who teed rke, etc. Find a 

word of it in C tizea's Dissent and look how caretully it is written around. /f 
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In turn, becouse he alone can travel freely, hes funds, he is constantly 
proslytizing, constantly campaigning against, to the degree that on occasione t takes 
up the cudgels for the -ther side. some of it gets beck to me because he does not 
know how close the working relationship is between the of us who really continue the 
work. Very few still are',':ead there are a number of tar ones unkr.own to him. 

Privately and bluntly, .1 tell you Garrison will be luckyto survive 
Garrison. The combination of himself, Mark end Mort may well ali/311st his inexhaustable 
luck. We will be fortunate if we survive, that combo, for you earl begin to understand  kz 
what, at the appropriate moment, she other side, if it ever wises up, can do with what 
they have already done. 

So, it is fine to appeal for unity, ban hos can the sheep bed with the 
wolf? t is not as simple as your appeal makes it, and the end re tilt of such 
appeals is to reflect on thpse who are the victims rather than those who are the 
offenders. If you are still interested when I em out there, 	give you ststever 
detail ane evidence you went, privately. Gmerally, ere can batter spend our time in 
other ways. 

Steve Burton is beck from Zurope end, in LA, is seeking other engagements 
for me. Hal Verb is back in San -drancisco. When between them, there is enough to, with 
what you can have toward tavel expenses, get me out there, I am anxious to go. Not 
alone to speak and do what you want, but there is much I cannot in any other way 
conmunic.ste to those nor:zing on the case. The mail and the phone are too public for 
some things. I here done an enormous emctust of work since I was last there, end know-
ledges of its yield is valuable to them in their work. I assure you that among most 
of us really working on the case, there is the best possible lieson under the existing 
conditions. As noon as I hear fros either or both of them, I'll be in touch with you 
end we can set a deter. Then, rune, Lae others can line uo radio and 'EV appearances. 
Especially on radio do I  usually manage tc turn up wa'snesaes and new information out 
there. Last time there were seven or eight cases, and some of tile materiel was very 
worthwhile. Even Minutemen, really! This time I had other potentially important new 
thisge tc try, by say of bringing public pressures on someone, who just my turn on. 

Hope ycu ere all vasal end hop la. Some :ay this week your dad will get 
thremenuscript of CH.J.V D'ETAT, from • correspordent who is reading it, and we ll nave 
his appraisal. It needs editing and is not quite as complete as it will be when 
there is, if there ever is, prospect of publication. 

Sincerely, 

Harold Seisberg 


